
Your SaaS Command Center

Finally, a SaaS 
Management 
Platform Built for IT
Discover  Shadow IT, optimize SaaS spend, 
and automate any SaaS use case with a single 
platform you can trust

Rest easy with Torii as your SaaS watchman

Extend Torii’s Capabilities
Build new possibilities with the first and only fully 
open SaaS management platform. Leverage Torii's 
open API, robust developer community, and ever-
growing Plugin Marketplace to manage your entire 
SaaS stack, your wa
 Customize Torii to fit your evolving need
 Build and share new Torii feature
 Seamlessly connect, analyze, & trigger workflows 

from external systems—all within Torii

Slash SaaS Spend
Save over 30% on SaaS spend with cost-
saving recommendations and workflows
 Eliminate unused apps and license
 Consolidate redundant tec
 Downgrade underutilized license
 Slash renewal cost
 Track and better budget SaaS spend


Automate IT Tasks
Free up valuable time with fully  customizable 
user, application, and cost-saving workflow
 Schedule onboarding & offboardin
 Trigger real-time event
 Automate license and app optimizatio
 Put risk management on autopilo
 Automate SaaS tasks across core IT tools


New App 
Discovered

New SaaS Spend 
Detected

Increased Application 
Security Risk

Trigger REQUEST APPROVAL

Send via

Email

Slack

Inactive App License

Unused App License

Can we reclaim the license?

Approve Deny

Torii empowers IT pros to solve modern SaaS challenges at their source—from Shadow IT to wasted spend and 
inefficient processes. Unlike other tools, IT pros rely on Torii to manage their entire SaaS ecosystem, discovering 
every SaaS app, optimizing SaaS investments, and automating SaaS tasks—all in one place. Our uniquely open 
platform allows IT to consolidate SaaS systems, tailor Torii to their company’s evolving needs, and adopt best 
practices with ease. Now, IT can stay in the driver’s seat while securing their company’s sensitive data and 
empowering every stakeholder with the insights and actions they need. 
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Book Demo

Discover Every App
Reveal up to 4x more SaaS apps than expected 
with comprehensive AI discovery and mapping
 Shine a light on Shadow I
 Gain a trusted SaaS System of recor
 Unify and act on rich insight
 Reduce ris
 Easily prove compliance

“Anywhere I go, any job I take, 

they’re likely going to hear me say ‘I 

need Torii’ because it’s part of my 

core observability and SaaS 

management practices. It would be 

challenging for me to work as 

efficiently without Torii”

Gian Luca D’lntino-Conte

Director of IT, Lunchbox

“Torii gives us a central source of 

truth for all things SaaS. Now, we 

have control over our apps and 

expenses. I fully recommend Torii 

for its great SaaS detection, time-

daving workflows, and 

comprehensive cost-savings.”

Joshua James

IT Operations Expert, sennder

“If you have 10+ SaaS apps in your 

organization and are spending too 

much time managing them, it’s 

definitely worth getting Torii. Torii is 

more than just a SaaS management 

tool— it has endless opportunities.”

Salar Sahraeian

Senior Manager of IT, Article
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Search users or applications...

https://www.toriihq.com/info/request-a-demo

